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Abstract

The paper deals with the issues of determining the current spatial position of the landing space module relative to the
surface of the Moon. The novelty and relevance of the proposal is to implement the technology of a scanning lidar or a
laser scanner as a spatial data source.  Currently, this innovative technology finds wide and effective application in
various spheres on Earth. The use of a matrix-type laser scanner is depended on the feature of the trajectory of the
space module at the final stage of landing, which has a long vertical section. 

The  high  spatial  resolution  of  laser  shooting,  the  speed  of  obtaining  and  using  digital  information  and  other
characteristics of the scanner allow us to offer it as a basic element of the lunar landing module’s vision system. The
prompt receiving of the planet surface sounding signals in the format of digital terrain models with a given spatial
resolution based on laser shooting is the basis for the formation of a safe pre-landing maneuver and landing of a space
module on the surface of the Moon. The proposed method is of interest both for using manned and unmanned space
technology.
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Introduction

An important element of space exploration programs is the direct study of the surface of the

Solar System’s cosmic bodies and planets by automatic and manned spacecraft including the rovers

and arranging human on-planet activity. A general analysis of national lunar exploration programs

shows that the main consecutive stages of exploring other planets are [1 — 4]:

 Study of the planet’s surface using low-orbit space stations (universal and dedicated);

 Performance of automatic and manned missions of transport spacecraft to the orbit of the

target planet (cosmic body);

 Building of long-term manned orbital stations; 

 Lunar-landing  of  cosmonauts  and  exploration  of  the  Moon  using  as  well  robotically

operated rovers;

 Building and use of fixed lunar bases to provide regular scientific studies and industrial

development of the planet’s resources.
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In order to perform a vigorous on-planet activity it is necessary to have reliable data on the

location  and  state  of  environmental  objects.  The  data  should  include  the  spatial-technical

information  on the  relief,  locality,  natural  entities,  and artifacts.  The efficiency,  accuracy,  and

relevance of the said data should not depend on characteristics of space environment, lunar day or

night time, real topology of an object, etc.

These  requirements  can  be  successfully  met  by  using  specialized  space  laser  scanning

systems (LSS) that have the wide spread and are effectively realized in a large number of technical

applications  on the Earth.  The studies given below show that the use of LSSs will  ensure the

success  and safety of lunar  missions both during landing and take-off of MSC and during the

movement of cosmonauts on the planet’s surface.

Materials and Methods

The lidar method implemented in air, ground and mobile laser scanning technologies shows

high accuracy and reliability of the spatial data obtained. By the successful technical adaptation of

it for solving research problems on the surface of the Moon, it can become the basis of a multi-

channel vision system. The use of scanning laser devices could significantly expand its capabilities,

which are now based on the characteristics of television, radar and infrared sensors.

During professional discussions on the implementation of the proposed method in the moon

landing support system, the need to study the following issues was revealed, they are:

 laser propagation of the scanner during operation of the space module’s landing engine;

 adaptation of industrial lidar technology for use under space vacuum conditions;

 determination of the optimal operation parameters of the on-board computer and selection

of an effective method for calculating the DEM under limited landing maneuver time.

Results

As a rule, landing on the Moon where there is no atmosphere is related to the transit from an

elliptical  orbit to the design point located close to the lunar surface with a near-zero horizontal

velocity and a subsequent vertical descent to the design landing point with the deceleration of the

lunar landing complex (LC) at the maneuver end (Fig. 1) [5 — 7].

The generation of control signals for issuing a deceleration impulse as well as the calculation
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and optimization of the vertical  trajectory of pre-landing descent directly depends on the actual

height of the LC and characteristics of the underlying lunar surface.

The  choice  of  the  LC’s  path  to  the  specified  cis-lunar  space  which  ensures  the  needed

conditions for its landing is realized by controlling the spacecraft in orbit according to the data of

navigation  systems.  Information  on the  space vehicle  altitude  just  above the Moon at  the pre-

landing maneuver stage can be obtained using signals of existing radar systems, radio altimeters,

laser altimeters, autonomous optical navigation systems and others [8 — 10].

Fig. 1. Parameters of the pre-landing maneuver of the LC

The special problem consists in providing the optimal landing path for the LC and placing it

at the safe lunar-landing point (landing site). The landing site is considered safe when the terrain

slope is less than 20º with the average distance between the landing legs of existing LCs of ~3 m,

when  there  are  no  stones  and  other  land  roughness  of  more  than  ~0.2  m  high.  Under  these

conditions the supports or the bottom of the descent module can rest safely [11 — 13].

At present,  different  technologies  of lunar landing of the LC at  the post-“verticalization”

descent stage are being considered. The key technologies consist in using: the Doppler velocity and

range meter (DVRM), tele (video) control, radiolocation, laser range finder, etc. [14 — 18]. An

application of these systems does not exclude risks that occurred during Apollo (USA) and Luna

(USSR) missions [19 — 24]. It should be noted that some of the said technologies can be used only

in the hand control mode by cosmonauts who have a high operator qualification.
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Prompt, actual and detailed information on spatial characteristics of the underlying surface as

a digital terrain model (DTM) can be obtained by an air laser scanning (ALS) method [25 — 28].

When flying over the lunar surface with some horizontal velocity it is possible to use the space-

adapted  classic  ALS  equipment  or  the  scanning  lidar  technology  [29  —  39].  At  the  post  -

“verticalization” descent stage, the application of this technology is ineffective due to the absence

of the forward motion of MSC relating the Moon and impossibility to generate the spatial sweeping

of laser beams. 

The most reasonable way to tackle this task is the use of matrix-type laser scanning systems;

there are two up-to-date options (Fig. 2).

The spatial laser beams sweep in the rectangular matrix (“Flash Lidar” system) is realized by

using the estimated quantity of non-parallel individual radiators and stochastic physical oscillation

of the LC relative to the vertical axis at the stage of its descent [40 — 42]. The format of the spiral

sweep of the rotating radiators system depends on the number of radiators and the speed of their

rotation.

Fig. 2. Technical design options of scanning laser systems for lunar landing (rectangular
matrix – «Flash Lidar» system and a rotating radiator system)

In both cases, the frequency of the pulsed radiation of laser sensors as well as the present

height of the LC which determines the accuracy of instrumental measurements of range (height),

the initial size of the scanning area, and the laser spot diameter – the signal generated as a laser

reflection point (LRP) on the planet’s surfaces are of particular importance. 

A priory, the rotating radiators system has a simpler technical solution, high-density of single

measurements on an initial area, more uniform distribution of LRPs over the lunar surface (spatial
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resolution of shooting) as well as a possibility of enhancing the LSSs by increasing the number of

individual laser sensors and the rotation speed of radiators.

Fig. 3 shows the spatial sweep scheme and some characteristics of the matrix-type scanning

lidars available in existing industrial prototypes of civil use.

Due  to  the  absence  of  an  atmosphere  on  the  Moon  the  said  parameters  of  LSSs  can

objectively be better [43 — 46].

As the calculations show (see Table 3), up to the height of precision deceleration of the LC

the laser system provides information on the planet’s surface with one meter resolution over a total

area of from 18 km2 to 1.5 km2. From the height of less than 1 km it is possible to obtain data for

performing prompt modelling and using the DTM with spatial resolution of less than 1 m.

As the LC descents the number of points of laser reflection (LRP) per unit of the landing area

increases up to the point density (LRP per 1 m2) helping to reveal (detect) dangerous geometric

obstacles  (objects)  of  15-20 cm high on the  planet’s  surface  what  ensures  solving  any special

navigation tasks in an automatic mode as well, such as:

 Re-directing of the LC on the new landing pad;

 Spatial  orientation,  selection  of  the  most  rational  position  of  the  LC  before  landing

considering  the  real  relief  of  an  underlying  surface,  position  of  the  Sun,  occurrence  of

obstacles, etc.;

 Calculation and maintaining of the specified vertical descent velocity of the LC;

 High-precision determination of the height (range) to generate a deceleration pulse, etc.

Starting from the height of 500 m and having the reserve of time for descent of more than 30

sec, the effective selection of an optimal lunar-landing site is ensured taking into account all the

above said landing safety requirements. It should be noted that applying this technology of lunar-

landing the total quantity of single measurements of height (range) at the specified landing site after

the “verticalization” of the LC is 150…200 billion that is impossible to ensure by other known

ways. 

The scanning lidar proposed for use while lunar-landing is per se an adaptive option of ALS.

When integrating a scanner radiator into the LC design, it is necessary to take into account the

possibility of shading it by external elements of the landing module what can be compensated by

installing several radiators or by placing them outside the module dimensions.
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Fig. 3. Spatial resolution characteristics of the laser scanner at the pre-landing descent stage 

In addition to maintaining the specified operating temperature profile for the lidar as well as

taking into account its mass-volume and energy characteristics, the key requirement for adapting

ALS to lunar conditions that are subjected to the special study is the evaluation of radiation impact

of  the  landing  engine  unit  on  the  conditions  for  passaging  a  laser  pulse  signal.  Disturbances

provoked by the permanent jet flame of the landing engines can impact laser scanning systems

what is particularly dangerous at the final stage of lunar-landing which is about one minute. 

Interpretation of the moon sounding signals using LSS is performed in both automatic and

manual LC landing modes. In both cases, processing laser pulses reflected from the Moon’s surface

result in obtaining the DTM (Digital Terrain Model). This model is a peculiar digital twin of the

real landing site relief. Depending on the signal processing method aboard the LC using a highly

productive computer the GRID-model or TIN-model of the surface of the Earth’s natural satellite is

generated [47 — 50]. Besides, it is possible to apply other LS data processing methods. The use of

them is limited by the requirements for the size, operability, accuracy, detail, and reliability of the
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DTM generation.

 

Fig. 4. The use of laser scanning data at the stages of landing of the Lunar Complex

While descending, the LC’s computer constantly specifies the design landing point (site) and

generates  the  control  signals  to  turn  on/off  the  LC’s  engine  unit  on  the  basis  of  continuous

processing the spatial information contained in the DTM using navigational algorithms for landing.

At the same time, the said information in any format is displayed for cosmonauts on the screen

which  visualized  the  area  specified  for  landing  together  with  data  from optoelectronic,  radio-

electronic, and other subsystems against the Lunar map or the initial cartographic underlay of the

seleno-information system.

If  the  automatic  landing  control  system  fails,  data  from  the  scanning  lidar  as  a  basic

information module together with data from other sensors will allow landing in the director  or

manual mode regardless of eventual optical occurrences such as dust clouds that make worse the

direct visual contact of cosmonauts with the Moon.

The proposed above landing technology, which is used for the spacecraft’s vision system and

the use of data from the LSS, is based on the interpretation of the moon sounding signals – the

direct active high precision measurement of the spatial characteristics of sets of lunar surface points

and the intelligent processing of obtained digital images – and can be effective for ensuring safety
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of space missions. Due to the objective necessity to use the lidar survey data promptly during high-

dynamic stages of lunar-landing, the processing of this data in an external circuit (digital cloud) is

not possible  but  should be performed using a  highly productive computer  complex directly  on

board the LC [51 — 53].
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